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Abstract

Biometric authentication systems are more and more deployed in replacement

of traditional authentication systems. Security of such systems is required in real-

world applications and constitutes a major challenge in biometric field. An ef-

ficient approach of this issue is realized by cancelable biometrics. However, the

security of such biometric systems is often overestimated or based on restrictive as-

sumptions. This paper presents and investigates a PIN-based variant for cancelable

biometrics applied to fingerprint, achieving 0-EER and templates diversity.

1 Introduction

Biometric authentication mechanisms are widely used in many security systems, with

a large diversity of applications such as e-government or e-commerce. Biometric data

are considered as unique for each person and are directly related to its owner. Bio-

metric technologies are consequently supposed to provide stronger authentication than

traditional mechanisms or can be deployed in complement of them. Nevertheless, these

biometric characteristics are personal data and constitute very sensitive data. Moreover,

original biometric data can not be revoked if they are stolen or compromised and this

weakness is a critical threat for privacy. Recent results propose a new approach of this

problem, using a new biometric template for each applications, without possibilities to

recover the original template. This technique, called cancelable biometrics, increases

the security and conveniance for users of such biometric systems.

Biometric authentication is traditionally subject to two types of errors, false accep-

tation and false reject [JRP04]. Performances of such systems are generally described

by the two following parameters. The False Acceptance Rate (FAR) relates the pos-

sibility for an impostor to be authenticated by the authentication system, whereas the

False Rejection Rate (FRR) reports the possibility for a genuine person to be rejected.

The level of these parameters is a trade-off, because the reduction of the FAR would

naturally increase the FRR, and conversely. Additionally, when these rates are equal,

the corresponding rate is called Equal Error Rate (ERR), with: ERR = (FAR+FRR)/2.
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Thus, perfect biometric systems should have ERR equal to zero, whereas a system with

a high ERR could not be used in an operational authentication.

Principle of cancelable biometrics was introduced by Ratha et al. in [RCB01]

and later developped with details in many papers, as [TN05], [NNJ10a], [RCCB07]

or [KTT10]. It attemps to propose an alternative to classical biometric system, for

privacy-preserving issues. The approach of this method is to use only cancelable tem-

plates for authentication and storage. These cancelable templates are computed from

the original biometric template and an additional random value called seed. Conse-

quently, if the cancelable template is leaked or stolen, a new template is computed

from the original template and from a new random seed. Moreover, cancelable biomet-

rics allows the generation of different templates for a person, for different applications,

with the generation of a new seed. This randomized transformation should verify sev-

eral criteria as cancelability, diversity and non-invertibility [TNG06], [JNN08]. The

randomized transform is one-way, consequently, this technique achieves the security

of the original biometrics template. It should be impossible to recover the original

biometric template with the knowledge of the cancelable template and the seed (non

invertibility criteria). Moreover, recognition performance must not be reduced by this

mechanism and must achieve low error rates. Cancelable biometrics can also be com-

bined in hybrid systems with fuzzy vault [NNJ10b] or fuzzy commitments [BCK08].

During the verification procedure, cancelable biometrics technique is able to realize

very low error rates, comparing to traditional biometric approach. Thus, Teoh et al.

[TNG04] perform a biohashing algorithm on fingercode and achieve a 0-EER in a

model where the random seed is not compromise. However, the knowledge of the

random seed by an impostor is a realizable assumption, because the seed is used during

the verification procedure and is generally stored with the cancelable template. The

theft of the random seed and its use by an impostor is a classical assumption for the

security analysis of cancelable biometric systems. In this situation, the EER is much

higher, as presented by Kong et al. [KCZ+06], Teoh et al. [TKL08] and Lumini and

Nanni [LN06].

This paper proposes and investigates an alternative to the use of cancelable bio-

metrics for fingerprint template applications, with an additional random value (e.g. a

PIN code or a password). Introduction of a secret key or a password, instead of the

random seed, was already proposed by several authors as [ASNM05] and [NNJ10a],

but the security of the system is only based on an additional device (e.g. token, smart

card), as for the random seed. Our solution uses a traditional random seed and a PIN

code, without assumptions on a secure storage. The PIN code is known by the user,

and is only used as an additional security in a scenario where the random seed is stolen

and used by an impostor, without the knowledge of the PIN code. This secret is com-

bined with a pseudorandom number generator or a cryptographic hash function and the

system achieves 0-EER, cancelling the statistical advantage of an impostor with the

knowledge of the random seed on previous cancelable biometric systems.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the procedure for the con-

struction of a biocode from a fingercode. Two classical attack scenarios: with and

without the knowledge of the random seed are presented in Section 3. Finally, Sec-

tion 4 proposes and evaluates a PIN-based (or password-based) countermeasure for an

impostor knowing the random seed.
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2 Cancelable biometrics for fingerprint templates

General process of biometric authentication mechanism requires at high level two oper-

ations: Enrollment phasis, when a user is added to a biometric system with acquirement

and pre-processing of a biometric template. Verification phasis, when a user presents

a new biometric data, attempting to be compared with the template stored during the

enrollment phasis.

The biohashing enrollment mechanism requires two steps. In a first time, the bio-

metric feature is computed in an extraction and discretization process for the enroll-

ment procedure. In a second time, this biometric feature is transformed in a template,

called biocode, in a Biohashing process, using a one-way function. This process uses

a random seed, which should be stored, in order to be re-used during the verification

phasis. Furthermore, this transformation is randomized and every enrolled biometric

feature uses a different function, in order to create a specific biocode. If this template

is compromised, a new biocode is created with a new random seed.

More precisely, the initial biometric feature F is represented by a vector of length

n with real numbers values. As for the biocode, it is computed from the random seed

and from the biometric feature in a four-step process, as described in [TNG04] and

presented in the following simplified way :

1. For i = 1, . . . , n, generate n pseudorandom vectors vi of length n, called pseu-

dorandom matrix, from the random seed.

2. Use the Gram-Schmidt algorithm on the n vectors vi into n orthonormal vectors

r1, . . . , rn.

3. For i = 1, . . . , n, compute the n scalar products pi =< F, ri > between the

biometric feature F and the n orthonormal vectors ri .

4. Compute a n-bit biocode B = (b0, . . . , bn) using the following threshold :

bi =

{

0 if pi < τ

1 if pi ≥ τ,

where τ is a given threshold.

The verification procedure uses the same random seed, as for the enrollment phasis.

Consequently, this latter need to be stored with the biocode template computed in the

enrollment phasis. A new biometric feature is extracted for the calculation of a new

biocode, using the same algorithm as previously.

Thus, the resulting biocode is compared with the Hamming distance of the orig-

inal biocode, computed during the enrollment procedure. If the Hamming distance

between the two biocodes is lower than a given acceptance rate R (with 0 ≤ R ≤ n),

then the new biocode is accepted. Otherwise, the biocode is rejected. Therefore, the

value of the acceptance rate R is directly related to FAR and FRR rates. Indeed, if the

acceptance rate R is low, then the probability that a genuine biocode is rejected is high.

Converselly, if R is high, then the probability that an impostor is accepted is high.
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R 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

FRR 38.9 18 6.8 2.1 0.6 0.2 0 0

FAR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 1: FRR and FAR without knowledge of the random seed

R 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

FAR 7 22 43 65 83 93 98 99

Table 2: FAR with knowledge of the random seed

3 Basic experiments on fingerprint

This experiment uses the fingerprint database with 800 images of 100 fingers (eight im-

ages per finger) issues from the public-domain FCV2002 database [FCV02]. For each

of the 100 fingers (or persons) the first template is used for the enrollment phasis and

the seven others for the verification phasis. All impressions of the FCV2002 database

are used in our experiments, unlike to other experiments realized on the same database,

as [LN06] or [BRA10]. A general reference on fingerprint recognition is given by the

book of Maltoni et al. [MMJP09].

In this paper, a classical procedure for the minutiae-based extraction procedure, us-

ing Gabor filters [JPHP00], is adopted. Characteristics of these minutiae are stored in

a feature vector with n components, composed of real numbers. This feature vector is

called fingercode. In this experiment, a fingercode of size n = 128 is extracted, where

each components are real numbers in the range [−128, 128]. Consequently, a pseu-

dorandom matrix composed of 128 pseudorandom vectors of length 128 is generated

from the random seed, during the biocode generation (step 1). The threshold τ , used at

step 4, is 0.

The first simulation gives the FAR and FRR in a scenario where the random seed is

unknown. It is realized with several acceptance rate R : 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 and

40, which means an acceptance rate R between 9.3% and 31% for a feature vector of

length 128. Without knowledge of the random seed and with these acceptance rates,

the FAR is zero. For an acceptance rate R = 36 or 40, the FRR and consequently the

EER is 0, as claimed in [TNG04]. In the Table 1, the detailed FRR are presented for

several rates R.

The second simulation investigates the scenario where the impostor has the entire

knowledge of the random seed. In this case, the FAR is not null and is sometimes

high. The random seed is used during the verification phasis. Consequently, without

additional protections, it is not realistic to suppose that this seed is secret. Clearly, the

FRR does not depend to the knowledge of the impostor, but only to the acceptance rate

R and is the same as presented in Table 1. In this scenario, FAR are given in Table 2

for the same acceptance rates as previously and EER is around 20.
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Type of password (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Entropy 13 19 38 26 52

Table 3: Entropy (in bits) of PIN code and passwords

4 PIN-based experiments on fingerprint

In this section, we realize a biometric authentication with an additional secret: a PIN

code or different types of passwords. This secret value is considered as known only

by the user. Consequently, it can not be stolen or compromised by an impostor be-

cause it is not stored with the biometric template or anywhere else. This additional

secret is completly independant to the random seed and is not used for the generation

of the seed or the random matrix. It is introduced and used inside the biohashing algo-

rithm, in addition to the random seed in order to improve the security of the biohashing

mechanism, when the seed is compromise by an impostor.

The first experiment directly performs the bit wise addition modulo 2 of the pass-

word and the biocode. Let p = (p1, . . . pl) be the password described in a binary vector

of length l and b = (b1, . . . bn) the biocode obtained at the end of the step 4 of the bio-

hash process. Then, we realize a fifth step in this process in order to have the new

biocode b′ = (b′1, . . . , b
′

n
) by

b′
i
=

{

bi ⊕ pi if 1 ≤ i ≤ l

bi if l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Five types of password are considered in this first experiment: a PIN code with 4

digits (Type 1), a password with 4 or 8 letters (Type 2 or 3) and a password with 4 or 8

letters, ciphers or other characters (Type 4 or 5). Table 3 gives the entropy of these five

passwords.

This simulation uses the same fingerprint FCV2002 database as presented in the

previous section. It is realized for all acceptance rates R between 12 and 40 (corre-

sponding to acceptance rates R between 9.3% and 31% for a feature vector of length

128). Clearly, the FRR does not change in this scenario from a classical authentication,

because the PIN code or the password is known by the user. FAR are presented in

Figure 1 for acceptance rates between 12 and 40.

The second experiment uses a PIN code of 4 digits with the pseudorandom number

generator of L’Ecuyer [L’E99], producing a pseudorandom binary sequence with large

period. This generator combines several linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) and is

not cryptographically secure. The following generator, called LFSR113, has a period

approximately of 2113. It generates random 32-bits numbers and is described by the

following source code in C language, given by L’Ecuyer, where z1, z2, z3 and z4 rep-

resent the current state of the generator:

unsigned long lfsr113(void){

unsigned long b;
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Figure 1: PIN-based and password-based cancelable biometrics

b = (((z1 << 6) ˆ z1) >> 13);

z1 = (((z1 & 4294967294) << 18) ˆ b);

b = (((z2 << 2) ˆ z2) >> 27);

z2 = (((z2 & 4294967288) << 2) ˆ b);

b = (((z3 << 13) ˆ z3) >> 21);

z3 = (((z3 & 4294967280) << 7) ˆ b);

b = (((z4 << 3) ˆ z4) >> 12);

z4 = (((z4 & 4294967168) << 13) ˆ b);

return (z1 ˆ z2 ˆ z3 ˆ z4);

}

The PIN-code is completed by zero’s and is used as the initial state of the generator,

where first outputs are deleted. Then, the n outputs of this generator are words of 32
bits, and pi’s are defined as the less significant bits of each output. Then, p1, . . . , pn are

introduced in the biohashing process in the same way as previously: the new biocode

b′ = (b′1, . . . , b
′

n
) id defined for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, by

b′
i
= bi ⊕ pi.

Simulation is realized with acceptance rates R between 12 and 40 and the same

fingerprint FCV2002 database, in the scenario where the random seed is known. In

all cases, a FAR between 0 and 0.02 is reached, which corresponds to the same rate

than with the scenario where the random seed is unknown, as presented in Table 1.
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The combination of a PIN code of 4 digits with a pseudorandom number generator

cancels the knowledge of the random seed by an impostor, because the advantage of

this scenario is only statistical for him. Even if the size of the passwords space is

not high (e.g. 10000 for a PIN code of 4 digits), an active impostor has to test each

possibilities in order to come back in the situation of the classical attack scenario with

knwon seed, which could be not possible even for a PIN code of limited size.

Other pseudorandom number generators, as proposed by the Estream European

project for stream ciphers [eST], or a cryptographic hash function as Sha-1 or Sha-256

could be also used on the original PIN code, instead of the LFSR 113 generator.

5 Conclusion

Biometric authentication systems require additional security schemes for templates re-

vocation and privacy preserving issues. This paper analyzes the security of cancelable

biometrics using fingerprinting, in the scenario where the random seed is known. We

propose to use an additional PIN code or a password, combined with a pseudorandom

number generator or a cryptographic hash function as a countermeasure on this sce-

nario. This mechanism achieves a 0-FAR and a 0-EER. A PIN code is not required

to be stored somewhere, and consequently compromise. The choice and the type of

passwords depends obviously of the application.
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